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An introduction to archaeology in Alabama covering all aspects in one well organized and easily accessible volume.
Alabama's Prehistoric Indians and Artifacts is the one reference anyone with an interest in Alabama archaeology should
have.
A Field Guide to Stone Artifacts of Texas Indians identifies and describes more than 200 dart and arrow projectile points
and stone tools used by prehistoric Native Americans in Texas.
This is the only book available, designed for collectors, about prehistoric Indian axes. The author of the popular fourvolume Indian Artifacts of the Midwest series has brought back this title for a second edition, which includes almost 500
b/w photos and now includes an all-new colour section with almost 100 photos.
"A provocative and innovative reexamination of the trajectory of sociopolitical evolution among Native American groups in
California, this book explains the region's prehistorically rich diversity of languages, populations, and environmental
adaptations. Ethnographic and archaeological data and evolutionary, economic, and anthropological theory are often
presented to explain the evolution of increasing social complexity and inequality. In this account, these same data and
theories are employed to argue for an evolving pattern of 'orderly anarchy,' which featured small, inward-looking groups
that, having devised a diverse range of ingenious solutions to the many environmental, technological, and social
obstacles to resource intensification, were crowded onto what they had turned into the most densely populated
landscape in aboriginal North America"--Provided by publishe
Murther & Walking Spirits is available as an eBook for the first time. “I was never so amazed in my life as when the
Sniffer drew his concealed weapon from its case and struck me to the ground, stone dead.” So begins the unusual story
of Connor “Gil” Gilmartin when he catches his wife in flagrante with the Sniffer, his former colleague and now his
murderer. Though he is struck dead in the very first line of this novel, death is only the first indignity Gil is about to suffer.
For he lingers on as a ghost, and from this bleak vantage–made even less endurable by the fact that he must spend the
afterlife sitting beside his killer at a film festival–he is forced to view the exploits and failures of his ancestors, from the
forerunners who sailed up the Hudson to Canada during the American Revolution right up to his university-professor
parents.
More than 160 tales from eighty tribal groups gives us a rich and lively panorama of the Native American mythic heritage.
From across the continent comes tales of creation and love; heroes and war; animals, tricksters, and the end of the
world. In addition to mining the best folkloric sources of the nineteenth century, the editors have also included a broad
selection of contemporary Native American voices. With black-and-white illustrations throughout Selected and edited by
Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz Part of the Pantheon Fairy Tale and Folklore Library
Here is the new 11th Edition, all 610 pages! Included here is all the material from "Arrowheads: A Beginner's Guide," with much added
information. How were Native American arrowheads made? How were they used? Where can they be found? What other kinds of Indian
artifacts can I also find, besides just arrowheads? If you have ever asked any of these questions - if you truly want to learn about the artifacts
themselves, beyond just their names - then this is a must-read for you! This fact-filled book is the result of the author's lifelong quest to learn
as much as he could about Indian artifacts. Included is almost everything related to artifacts, in simple, easy-to-understand terms. Inside is a
beginner's introduction to how arrowheads are made (with both ancient and modern tools) - including heat-treating, water-treating, pressure
flaking, percussion flaking, notching, fluting, and much more. No matter whether you have hunted for arrowheads or not, you might have
already found some type of artifact, and didn't know it. This book shows you what to be watching for, and where to look. Featured are detailed
illustrations of all sorts of items, from the simplest and crudest of stone tools, to some of the most artistically-made types of ceremonial and
exotic pieces ever crafted in the ancient world. There is even information for the collector, on identifying some of the most common types of
fake arrowheads, along with a short price guide. In addition, it describes how arrowheads were mounted and used on arrows, atlatl darts,
knives, spears, blowgun darts, drills, axes, and many other items. Presented in-depth are several sequences illustrating how drastically an
arrowhead's appearance can change with use and resharpening, over the course of its life. Plus, there are suggestions on cataloging and
displaying your collection in creative ways, without damaging your artifacts. It even shows you how you can illustrate your own arrowheads.
This primer makes an excellent introduction for any beginning Indian artifact enthusiast!
The books in the Florida and the Caribbean Open Books Series demonstrate the University Press of Florida's long history of publishing Latin
American and Caribbean studies titles that connect in and through Florida, highlighting the connections between the Sunshine State and its
neighboring islands. Books in this series show how early explorers found and settled Florida and the Caribbean. They tell the tales of early
pioneers, both foreign and domestic. They examine topics critical to the area such as travel, migration, economic opportunity, and tourism.
They look at the growth of Florida and the Caribbean and the attendant pressures on the environment, culture, urban development, and the
movement of peoples, both forced and voluntary. The Florida and the Caribbean Open Books Series gathers the rich data available in these
architectural, archaeological, cultural, and historical works, as well as the travelogues and naturalists' sketches of the area in prior to the
twentieth century, making it accessible for scholars and the general public alike. The Florida and the Caribbean Open Books Series is made
possible through a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, under the Humanities
Open Books program.
This book surveys the archaeological record for stone tools from the earliest times to 6,500 years ago in the Near East.
An exploration of how the evolution of behavioral differences between humans and other primates affected the archaeological stone tool
evidence.
This reprinting makes available again the only book of its kind to be focused upon the prehistoric Indians of Mississippi. Although written
expressly for the layreader, it has continued for more than eighty years to appeal to a wide audience that ranges from professional
archeologists and scholars to weekend artifact collectors.Published originally in 1926, Archeology of Mississippi details Brown's records
collected during more than a decade of research. Anyone wishing to investigate archeology in Mississippi must start with this book. As early
as 1912 Brown, a professor of romance languages at the University of Mississippi, began taking photographs of Mississippi Indian mounds.
His are the only photographic records of certain cultural sites that have since then been drastically altered.
Lar Hothem's newest book, Ornamental Indian Artifacts, has over a dozen major chapters, ranging from prehistoric to early historic to more
recent times. The book contains over 1,800 color photographs, each with information on type, materials, size, origin, and a current collector
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value. Popular artifact types including bannerstones, gorgets, pendants, pipes, discoidals, and plummets, are shown. Many of the artifacts
are from advanced private collections and have never before been seen in any publication. Two growing collecting fields, Eskimo and Latin
American artifacts, are explored this time. A general information chapter provides interesting background facts about ornamental artifacts,
while another explores the subject from an archaeological perspective. There is a large chapter on recent auction results so that collectors
can see what some artifacts have brought during competitive bidding. Fans of Hothem's other Indian titles will once again be delighted with
his latest book! 2007 values.
Describes, illustrates, and lists the current market value of arrowheads, axes, knives, tools, pottery, and other Indian artifacts
Analysis of the Neville Site demonstrated early connections between the New England area and the Southeast. Current excavations in
Manchester have reinvigorated interest in the archaeology of New Hampshire and created a demand for this facsimile edition of the original
1976 publication.
The Native American tribes of what is now the southeastern United States left intriguing relics of their ancient cultural life. Arrowheads, spear
points, stone tools, and other artifacts are found in newly plowed fields, on hillsides after a fresh rain, or in washed-out creek beds. These are
tangible clues to the anthropology of the Paleo-Indians, and the highly developed Mississippian peoples. This indispensable guide to
identifying and understanding such finds is for conscientious amateur archeologists who make their discoveries in surface terrain. Many are
eager to understand the culture that produced the artifact, what kind of people created it, how it was made, how old it is, and what its purpose
was. Here is a handbook that seeks identification through the clues of cultural history. In discussing materials used, the process of
manufacture, and the relationship between the artifacts and the environments, it reveals ancient discoveries to be not merely interesting
trinkets but by-products from the once vital societies in areas that are now Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, the
Carolinas, as well as in southeastern Texas, southern Missouri, southern Illinois, and southern Indiana. The text is documented by more than
a hundred drawings in the actual size of the artifacts, as well as by a glossary of archeological terms and a helpful list of state and regional
archeological societies.
Containing close to 3,000 words and definitions, Dictionary of Artifacts is an indispensable reference for anyone working within the field of
archaeology. Entries detail artifact’s classification and typology; raw materials; methods and techniques of creation; principles and
techniques of examination and identification; and instructions for the care and preservation of specimens. Along with a headword and
definition, pronunciations, synonyms, cross-references, and the category/categories also accompany each entry Drawings, photographs, and
extensive annnotated bibliography are included for more complete comprehension
Artifacts linked to projectile technologies traditionally have provided the foundations for time-space systematics and cultural-historic
frameworks in archaeological research having to do with foragers. With the shift in archae ological research objectives to processual
interpretations, projectile technolo gies continue to receive marked attention, but with an emphasis on the implications of variability in such
areas as design, function, and material as they relate to the broader questions of human adaptation. The reason that this particular domain of
foraging technology persists as an important focus of research, I think, comes in three parts. A projectile technology was a crucial part of
most foragers' strategies for survival, it was functionally spe cific, and it generally was fabricated from durable materials likely to be detected
archaeologically. Being fundamental to meat acquisition and the principal source of calo ries, projectile technologies were typically afforded
greater time-investment, formal modification, and elaboration of attributes than others. Moreover, such technologies tend to display greater
standardization because of con straints on size, morphology, and weight that are inherent to the delivery system. The elaboration of attributes
and standardization of form gives pro jectile technologies time-and space-sensitivity that is greater than most other foraging technologies.
And such sensitivity is immensely valuable in archae ological research.
Acknowledged by Dr. H. M. Wormington as “very helpful for amateurs who truly care about archaeology,” the nationally recognized first
edition is now revised, with a foreword written by Dr. George C. Frison, Professor Emeritus University of Wyoming and Paleoarchaeologist of
the Century. This practical, down-to-earth guide for surface collectors of arrowheads and stone artifacts is designed especially for amateur
archaeologists and people interested in learning how to study and collect artifacts safely and responsibly.

A definitive resource draws on the expertise of a leading expert and dedicated collector, providing more than 12,000
actual-size illustrations for identification and a complete market review that explains how to obtain, grade and classify a
personal collection. Original.
This newly revised edition includes up-to-date information and historical photographs on everything you need to know
about the Last Frontier, all in one travel-friendly package. Alaska’s rich and cultural history comes to life in this vivid, takealong account. Travel to the Far North and discover the origins of Russian America and the effects of the fur trade, Native
lifestyles before and after European contact, John Muir’s visit to Glacier Bay, the Klondike gold rush, exploits of Alaska
Bush pilots, big game hunting in the North Country and famous fisheries, and more. Five new chapters cast light on more
modern subjects, such as the strengthening stance of Alaska Natives in politics, the impact of a changing climate on the
fish and wildlife, the future of coastal villages by the sea, and the state of Alaska looking forward today. A history book
that's fun to read, Alaska’s History provides a look into the deep story behind the United States’ 49th state, from its
glorious past to its challenging present.
This practical, down-to-earth guide for surface collectors of arrowheads and stone artifacts is designed especially for
amateur archaeologists and people interested in learning how to study and collect artifacts safely and responsibly. The
author reveals invaluable tips on: where to look for artifacts; how to identify artifacts; where surface collecting is
permissible; starting and caring for your own collection. With more than fifty new photographs and illustrations of common
and rare artifacts, this book is the perfect addition to libraries of amateur archaeologists thirsty for knowledge about
preserving and interpreting the remains of a prehistoric culture.
Making arrowheads, blades, and other stone tools was once a survival skill and is still a craft practiced by thousands of
flintknappers around the world. In the United States, knappers gather at regional "knap-ins" to socialize, exchange ideas
and material, buy and sell both equipment and knapped art, and make stone tools in the company of others. In between
these gatherings, the knapping community stays connected through newsletters and the Internet. In this book, avid
knapper and professional anthropologist John Whittaker offers an insider's view of the knapping community. He explores
why stone tools attract modern people and what making them means to those who pursue this art. He describes how
new members are incorporated into the knapping community, how novices learn the techniques of knapping and find
their roles within the group, how the community is structured, and how ethics, rules, and beliefs about knapping are
developed and transmitted. He also explains how the practice of knapping relates to professional archaeology, the trade
in modern replicas of stone tools, and the forgery of artifacts. Whittaker's book thus documents a fascinating subculture
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of American life and introduces the wider public to an ancient and still rewarding craft.
This book is a fully updated and revised edition of William Andrefsky Jr's ground-breaking manual on lithic analysis.
Designed for students and professional archaeologists, this highly illustrated book explains the fundamental principles of
the measurement, recording and analysis of stone tools and stone tool production debris. Introducing the reader to lithic
raw materials, classification, terminology and key concepts, it comprehensively explores methods and techniques,
presenting detailed case studies of lithic analysis from around the world. It examines new emerging techniques, such as
the advances being made in lithic debitage analysis and lithic tool analysis, and includes a new section on stone tool
functional studies. An extensive and expanded glossary makes this book an invaluable reference for archaeologists at all
levels.
The bible of the comic book industry is updated for 2002 with Web site information, tips about grading and caring for
comics, and more than 1,500 black-and-white photos.
I am confident that after reading this book, you will have the knowledge to find arrowheads. The only reason that you would not
find them is not enough time invested. With enough time and good places to hunt, anybody can find arrowheads. I will show you
how to find the good places. I will teach you the basics in easy to understand steps. Find your first arrowhead and you will know
why so many are addicted to this hobby.
Surveys the types of Indian arrowheads from the various regions of the United States and Canada and provides guidance on
dating and collecting arrowheads
Amateur, or avocational, archaeologists have made extraordinarily important contributions to our knowledge of prehistory. In order
for them to do so, it is essential that they be able to identify the artifacts their discoveries and that, when they find sites that warrant
intensive investigation, they report them to those who maintain state records and who can refer them to well-qualified
professionals. This book should be very helpful for amateurs who truly care about archaeology and who wish to increase their
knowledge and to contribute to the preservation and interpretation of remains of prehistoric cultures.
During a five-day symposium in late August 2003, a group of archaeologists, ethno-archaeologists and flint knappers met in
Uppsala to discuss skill in relation to traditional stone-tool technologies and social reproduction. This volume contains 20 of the
papers presented at the symposium, and the topics range from Oldowan stone technologies of the Lower Palaeolithic to the
production of flint tools during the Bronze Age.
Between paying the light bill and raising a family most people find it impossible to reach the level of expert artifact hunter, simply
because they do not have the time to develop the initial knowledge base. Arrowhead hunting theory and technique found here will
allow you to bypass these difficult first years, and operate with the knowledge base of an expert arrowhead hunter, within the time
it takes you to read and understand this work.
Flint knapping, which is the shaping of flint or other fracturing stone to manufacture tools, was one of the primary skills used for
survival by our prehistoric ancestors. Early mankind once made and used these implements on a daily basis to hunt, prepare food
and clothing, to farm, make shelters, and perform all the other tasks required for Stone Age existence.A material that has been
with us since earliest times, flint still plays a part in our lives today: it is used in cigarette, gas and barbeque lighters; in some parts
of Britain it is a major building material; and many of our beaches have shingle which is just flint by another name.In this
informative and original guide, expert Robert Turner explains how flint was used, what tools were made and what they were made
for, and provides detailed instruction of how to make them, enabling the reader to replicate their own Stone Age toolkit. Illustrated
throughout, Flint Knapping is a journey of archaeological discovery through the Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze
Ages.
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